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Product Code Description Weight (Kg)
84010 45L Polymer Grease Arrestor complete 5
84125 45L polymer grease trap c/w concrete lid & GMS handle 25
24300 45L  polymer grease trap - concrete lid only 20
84110 45L polymer grease trap case & strainer only 4
84620 45L polymer grease trap  riser pack 150mm high 1
84621 45L polymer grease trap  riser pack 300mm high 2
84900 45L strainer only 0
24910 45L strainer comp with GMS handle 1
24911 GMS handle for grease trap strainer 0

Households not served by sewers usually have 
Septic Tanks or AWTS for on-site treatment of do-
mestic wastes. Provided the householder follows 
operating guidelines, and exercises a little care in 
choosing detergents and cleaning agents, these 
systems are usually satisfactory and operate 

organisms in the wastes from the household.
However, household kitchen sink drainage may 

contain material which should not be allowed 
into the treatment system. Pre-treatment is re-
quired to separate this material so that it does not 

-

ble contaminant is oily or greasy waste from food 
preparation or from dish-washing. Other problem 
wastes may include lint and hair from laundry 
and bathroom waste-water.

Passive types of Arrestor are traditionally the 

matter from kitchen waste-water. This relies on a 

rule, there should be not less than 60 minutes of 
retention time. 

Fluid passes slowly through the Trap so that 
the waste matter’s natural buoyancy causes it to 

contained water. Accumulated scum and sludge 

45L  polymer grease trap

150mm high  Riser

waste matter can be removed by authorised 
contractors to approved disposal facilities. Some 
authorities prohibited domestic Grease Traps in 
the past because of incorrect and inappropriate 
disposal methods. Check that your local authority 
will approve a correctly installed and operated 
unit before making your selection.

The popular injection moulded Polypropylene 
45L model is equipped with a polymer basket 
to permit easy removal of trapped waste and 
is designed for connection to standard 100mm 
drains.

The polymer trap has a strong, durable, 
polypropylene cover with childresistant locking 

tabs. An optional Concrete cover 
is available, and this type is 
standard for the Concrete Traps. 
Risers are also available for all 
types. Note that all these units 
are intended for residential 
property and are not intended 
for installation in areas exposed 

300mm high  Riser

Concrete lid


